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About us

ABOUT US
TLC home comprises of an experienced, European 

team of furniture designers and manufacturers.  

Working in both the commercial and retail market, our 

artisan makers  deliver traditional, handcrafted pieces 

with flare, ingenuity and a luxury finish. A focus on 

quality, sustainability and the artistry of the production 

result in a finessed final product that sets us apart. 
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Our Story

Born from a three generation family team, each with 

specialist knowledge in needlework, business and 

print making, coming together with a combined 

passion for art and interiors. As TLC has grown, 

the ethos of a family business continues with a 

supportive, collaborative team. 

OUR STORY

Founder
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PLACES
TLC Home now operates their own factory in Porto. An 

inspiring city with a vibrant and rich history of furniture 

manufacturing. With the family originally hailing from 

Lisbon, this European brand includes a TLC concept 

hub sitting on the banks of the Tagus and a retail 

boutique in Jersey, Great Britain.
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TLC Prints

PRINTS
Our bespoke fabrics are designed in house by Brontey. 

After attending Kingston University and traveling Asia, 

this independent designer has been developing the TLC 

fabric collection since 2012 and continues to be inspired 

by the vibrant colours and the fluid shapes of nature, 

with a touch of surrealism. Using bold patterns and juicy 

hues, Brontey hopes her design evoke happiness in their 

playful spirit and lively details.  Through the latest digital 

printing technologies, Brontey’s designs come to life on 

all types of fabric including cotton, velvet, silk and linen.
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TLC Shop

JERSEY SHOP
“The TLC studio is located at 75 Bath Street on the 

beautiful island of Jersey. Our local customers can come 

in store to see, touch and test our sofas and chairs and 

also explore hundreds of fabric books to order bespoke 

pieces. From made to measure blinds and curtains to 

a one of a kind headboard. TLC Studios is a furniture 

emporium where unique home schemes come to life.”
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The Making

MAKERS
On the outskirts of Porto, the TLC factory buzzes with 

activity. Every piece is constructed with the proud history 

of traditional craftsmanship that is cultivated from 

this area. Our skilled makers of joiners, metal workers, 

seamstresses, upholsterers and apprentices where to 

the highest standards of quality – never compromising 

for anything less. The result is tangible in quality, ensuring 

our pieces are robust and durable. 
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PRODUCTS
Every member of the TLC family is a lover of great 

craftsmanship. 

A close group of traditionally upholsters and 

seamstresses, this highly trained team create 

quality pieces the TLC way- with extra love care 

and attention.
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BELGRAVE  MODEL | Love seat  

Features: X1 Seat cushions

X1 Back cushions

Bespoke: Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling.  

(With or without sofabed)

BELGRAVE  MODEL | With chaise 

(LHC or RHC) 

Features: X2 Seat cushions. 

X2 Back cushions

x2 Feature side cushions 

Bespoke: Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling. 

 (With or without sofabed)

BELGRAVE  MODEL | L-shaped

Features: X2 Seat cushions

X4 Back cushions

x2 Feature side cushions 

Bespoke: Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling. 

(With or without sofabed)

BELGRAVE  MODEL | Footstool 

Features: Loose cushion

Bespoke: Foam/ Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling. 

110W98D

70H

250W
98D

70H

180D

200D
200D

70H

90W

47H

Sofas

BELGRAVE  MODEL | Sofa

Features: X2 Seat cushions

X2 Back cushions

x2 Feature side cushions 

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Dimensions: 2 Seater: 180W x 70H x 98D x 46SH 

3 Seater: 220W x 70H x 98D x 46SH

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

Bespoke: Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling.  

(With or without sofabed)

Sofas

cm

cm

cm

cm
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Sofas

CLUB  MODEL | Love seat  

Features: Fixed upholstery 

Dimensions: 110W x 85H x 90D x 45SH

Bespoke: Foam

CLUB  MODEL | With chaise (LHC 

or RHC) 

Features: X2 Seat cushions     

Chaise extension

Dimensions: 240W x 85H x 90D x 45SH 

Bespoke: Foam/ Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling. 

CLUB MODEL | Sofa

Features: X2 Seat cushions

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Dimensions: 2 Seater: 180W x 85H x 90D x 45SH 

3 Seater: 215W x 85H x 90D x 45SH

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

Bespoke: With or without castors

Sofas

Stud options: NO STUD/small separated chrome

/small separated brass

90D 180W

84H

180W102D

84H

110W
cm

cm

cm
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CHESTER MODEL | Sofa

Features: Deep buttoning on back and arms

Feature studs around arms

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Dimensions: 2 Seater: 180W x 76H x 95D x 45SH

3 Seater: 220W x 76H x 95D x 45SH

Stud options: NO STUD/large chrome/large brass

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto
Bespoke: Foam/ Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling.  

(With or without sofabed)

Sofas Sofas

CHESTER MODEL | Love seat  

Features: Deep buttoned lid

Dimensions: 120cm x 70cm

Bespoke: Foam/ Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling

CHESTER MODEL | Footstool

Features: Deep buttoned lid

Dimensions (cm): 100W x 100D

Bespoke: (With or whithout storage)

Stud options: NO STUD/large chrome/large brass

120W95D

76H

100W

cm

cm
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PETA Collection

2 seater sofa | 3 seater sofa | Sofa with chaise (LHC or RHC)

Features: X1 Wrapped foam seat cushion          

X4 Scatter cushions 

X6 Scatter cushions

Outward seams 

Chaise extension 

Sofa bed

Woodstain:

Dimensions: 2 Seater: 180W x 100D  x 87H x 44SH

3 Seater: 220W x 100D  x 87H x 44SH

With chaise: 250W x 100D (chaise 180D) 

x 87H x 44SH 

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

Bespoke: With storage or without storage.   

Foam/ Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling.  

Features: Sscrolled arms             

Piping details            

x1 Loose seat cushion

Woodstain:

Dimensions: 180W x 82H x 102D x 46SH

210W x 82H x 102D x 46SH 

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

Bespoke: Foam/ Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling.    

ELTON Collection

Armchair | 2 seater sofa | 3 seater sofa

100D

87H

80D

Sofas Sofas

120W102D

82H

cm cm
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JOULES MODEL | Sofa

Features: Turned wooden legs 

Scatter cushions

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Dimensions: 2 Seater: 180W x 82H x 102D x 46SH

3 Seater: 220cmW x 82H x 102D x 46SH

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

Bespoke: Foam/ Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling.  

Sofas Sofas

JOULES MODEL | Love seat  

Features: x1 Seat cushion

Turned wood legs

Dimensions: 100W x 70H x 98D x 46SH

Bespoke: Hollow fibre or Feather mix filing,

(With or whithout storage)

JOULES MODEL | With chaise 

(LHC or RHC)

83H

102D 127W

83H

102D 250W

Features: x2 Seat cushion

Turned wood legs

Dimensions: 250W x 70H x 98D x 46SH

Bespoke: Hollow fibre or Feather mix filing,

(With or whithout storage)

cm

cm
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67D

88H

220w

Sofas

WANDER MODEL | Sofa

Features: x3 Scatter cushions

x4 Scatter cushions

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Dimensions: 180W x 88H x 67D x 45SH 

220W x 88H x 67D x 45SH

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

Bespoke: With upholstered legs or woodsman

Sofas

RENAULT MODEL | Sofa

Features: Ribbed deatils                

x2 Wrapped hollow fibre foam cushions

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Dimensions: 180 x 84H x 90D x 48H 

220 x 84H x 90D x 48H 

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto

Bespoke: Contrast fabric for pipping

Sofas

cm cm
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STAY AT HOME | Sofa

Features: Pipped

Scrolled arms 

Fixed upholstery

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print
Bespoke: Use of x2 contrast fabrics

190W80D

70H

SofasSofas Sofas

cm
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SofasSofas

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Sofas

CIRCA Collection

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

CIRCA MODEL  | Sofa  

CIRCA  MODEL | X2 Modular   

CIRCA  MODEL | X3 Modular 

Features: X1 Wrapped foam seat cushion

X3 Back cushions 

(Removal back cushion covers)

Dimensions: No arms: 180W x 77H x 84D x 44SH 

(8mts)

Bespoke: Foam wrapped with either Hollow fibre 

or Feather mix 

Features: X1 Wrapped foam seat cushion

X3 Back cushions

x2 Piece with arms

(Removal back cushion covers)

Dimensions: With arms- 200W x 77H x 84D x 44SH (10mts)

Bespoke: Foam wrapped with either Hollow fibre 

or Feather mix 

Features: X1 Wrapped foam seat cushion

X3 Back cushions       

x2 Piece with arms   

x1 Piece without 

(Removal back cushion covers)

Bespoke: Foam wrapped with either Hollow fibre 

or Feather mix  

84D

77H

44SH
84D

77H

44SH

cm
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Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

CUBA Collection

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

CUBA MODEL  | Sofa

BELGRAVE  MODEL | With arms   

BELGRAVE  MODEL | X3 modular

BELGRAVE  MODEL | L-shaped

Features: X1 Seat and x1 back cushion 

(Removal cushion covers) 

Dimensions: No arms- 110W x 60H x 110D x 46SH 

Bespoke: Foam/ Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling.  

Features: X1 Seat back and x1 cushion

(Removal cushion covers)

Dimensions: 110W x 60H x 110D x 46SH

Bespoke: Foam/ Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling.  

Features: X3 Seat back and x3 cushion

x2 Piece with arms   

x1 Piece without 

(Removal cushion covers)

Bespoke: Foam/ Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling.  

Features: Loose cushion 

Bespoke: Foam/ Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling.  

SofasSofas Sofas

cm
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CELESTE MODEL | Sofa

Features: Ribbed deatils                

x2 Wrapped hollow fibre foam cushions

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Dimensions: 180 x 84H x 90D x 48H 

220 x 84H x 90D x 48H 

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto

Bespoke: Contrast fabric for pipping

Sofas

180W90D

84D

Sofas

cm
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TOPAZ  MODEL | Sofa

Features: Ribbed deatils        

Wooden plinth           

x2 Foam cushions

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto

220W

80H

80D

Sofas Sofas

METALLICA MODEL | Armchair

Features: Iron frame

Genuine leather

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

90D 80W

60
H

Dimensions: 80W x 60H x 90D

Bespoke: Feather mix filling.  

cm
cm
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HUGO  | Armchair

Features: x1 Seat and 

x1 Back cushion 

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC printBespoke:  Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling.  

75W80D

98H

Chairs Chairs

ZELUCA MODEL | Armchair

Features: Metal cap feet           

x1 Seat and 

x1 Back cushion 

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

Chairs

80W78D

78H

Dimensions: 80W x 78H x 78D x 50SH

Bespoke: Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling.  

cm
cm
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Chairs

80D

75W

98H

CILLA | Wingback

Features: With Inner row of studs                         

x1 Loose seat cushion 

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

Chairs

Dimensions: 75W x 98H x 80D x 46SH (6mts)

Bespoke: Hollow fibre or Feather mix filling.  

Stud options: NO STUD/small separated chrome/

small separated brass

cm
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GINO | Wingback

Features: Double row of studs                       

x1 Foam seat cushion                     

Wooden plinth

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

Dimensions: 78W x 102H x 75D x 46SH 

Stud options: NO STUD/small separated chrome/

small separated brass

Chairs Chairs

75D78W

102H

cm
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Chairs

70W 80D

90H

KLASEN | Armchair

Features: Deep buttoned back                         

Fixed uholstered seat

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto

Chairs

Dimensions: 70W x 90H x 80D x 45SH

Bespoke: With or without buttoning

cm
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Chairs

FRANK  | Dining room

Features: Winged sides               

Fixed upholstery  

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

50D 55W

80H

Chairs

Dimensions: 55W x 80H x 50D

Chairs

GEORGINA  | Dining room

Features: Fixed upholstery      

Curved legs            

Pipped details 

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

Chairs

cm cm
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85H

45D 52W

TOKYO  | Dining room

Features: Fixed upholstery

Available with or without arms

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

Chairs

Dimensions: 52W x 85H x 45D x 53SH

BEETLE   | Dining room

Features: Cuved back               

Curved legs                  

Fixed upholstery 

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

Chairs

38W48D

86H

Dimensions: 38W x 86H x 48D x 45SH

cm cm
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Chairs

TROIA    | Dining room

Features: Cuved back               

Tapered back legs                 

Fixed upholstery        

Stud details on the back + pipped details

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:
Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

52W57W

80H88H

Chairs

Stud options: NO STUD/small separated chrome/

small separated brass

NICKY | Footstool/coffee table

Features: Fixed upholstery - Foam top

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

Poufs

70D136W

44D

Bespoke: With upholstered legs or wood legs. 

cm

cm
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ASTON MODEL | Bench 

Features: Fixed upholstery

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

110W57D

80
H

Dimensions: 110W x 80H x 57D x 50SH  

Benches Benches

NOAH   | Loveseat / Bench

Features: Fixed upholstery.       

Deep buttoned back 

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC printDimensions: 100W x 84H x 75D x 45SH 

160W x 84H x 75D x 45SH

Benches

Bespoke: With or without buttoning

100W75D

84
H

cm cm
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180W67D

87
H

CHERISH | Bench

Features: Fixed upholstery.       

Deep buttoned back  

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC printDimensions: 180W x 87H x 67D x 47SH

Benches

Woodstain:

Benches

TITAN | Bench

Features: Pipped details.         

Fixed foam seat 

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

175W60D

82
H

Benches

Bespoke: Contrast fabric for pipping

cm
cm
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ALICIA | Footstool

Features: Fixed upholstered top  

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

Dimensions: 45 Diameter x 50 H

Poufs

Bespoke: Choice of x2 wood stain. 

Chrome or Brass finish on the metal 

45W

50H

Poufs

cm
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Poufs

ALEC | Pouf

Features: Fixed upholstered with sprayed 

lacquered plinth

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

40W

48H

70W

32H

53W

40H

Poufs

Bespoke: Wood or spray lacquered  

Stud options:

cm
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LAMPSHADE | Accessorie

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Woodstain:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

35W

25
H

Dimensions: 35Diameter x 25H

Accessories

Inner: Matt silver or matt gold

Note: Add a pop of colour with a beautiful velvet lampshade. 

The luscious outside is partnered with the metallic golden 

inside for a plush look and elegant addition to your room. 

Suitable for pendant lighting as well as table or standing 

lamps, the decadent feel of these lampshades can add 

softness and a smile to your scheme. 

Accessories

CUSHIONS

Features: With or without pipping                  

Hidden Zip      

Hollow fibre inner (Available with 

feather mix inner)

Frames: Our frames are made from solid beech wood sustainably sourced from European 

forests and have minimal environmental impact. We use high quality stains to achieve 

our standard colours shown below.

Bespoke: Our furniture pieces are available for customisation in the fabric, filling, timber and finish 

of your choice. We are able to accommodate any specific requirements in size, finishing 

or detailing for all bespoke furniture pieces.

In all sofas:

Finish options:

Fabrics: Alpaka/Jeans/L inen look/P lush/

Woven/Veulluto + TLC print

Bespoke: Contrast fabric for pipping

 (Extra 0.5mts required)

Available with feather mix cushion inner 

cm
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Fabrics

TLC Alpaka Collection: This fabric has the plushness of velvet with the snuggly feel of wool and all with a super hard wearing 

finish. An ultra soft, cosy material that feels luxurious and indulgent. Washable at 30 degrees.

ACANTHUS ARMOUR BOYSENBERRY CERULEAN HUNTER INDIGO

IVORY MARMALADE PORCELAIN SALMON TURMERIC

TLC Jeans Collection: A cool, casual look this material is created through a special washing process to create an aged, relaxed 

finish. Every metre is unique and can be washed at 30 degrees. Washing may cause further fading.

CONCRETE CORNSILK DENIM

TLC Linenlook Collection: Get the linen look without the creasing. This popular, plain fabric complies with Fire Regulations, is 

available with a Fire Resistant backing and has a practical Stain Guard finish to repel marks and stains. Washable at 30 degrees.

CHALK REEF SLATE ZINC GUNMETAL JUNIPER

AQUA BLUSH LINEN MINK NAVY PUMPKIN

Fabrics

TLC Plush Collection: Gorgeous velvet that looks and feels ultra luscious and works hard at it. Completely wipeable this clever 

velvet is suitable for any room and any purpose.

INDIGO MOSS PETAL SKY UMBER ELEPHANT

HUNTER LAGOON MALL PAPRIKA PILLARBOX

TLC Velluto Collection: An ultra luscious velvet that looks sensation in deep, rich colours. Creates upholstery that begs to be 

touched and sensational drapery. Dry clean only. 

AMETHYST BORDEAUX INDIGO

TLC Woven collection: The woven collection features a textured finish in muted tones for a plain look that is stylish and elegant. 

Suitable for almost any upholstery piece this hardwearing fabric is a classic. Washable at 30 degrees.

DUST FLAX THISTLE LABASTER EVERGREEN PRUSSIAN

TUMERIC

SILVER SLATE
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Contact

CONTACT

The Loving Chair Company 75 Bath St, St. Helier, Jersey 01534 867067

alex@thelovingchaircompany.com

brontey@thelovingchaircompany.com

Contact
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